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Abstract 
 

Sharing geo-tagged photos has been a hot social activity in the daily life because these photos 

not only contain geo information but also indicate people’s hobbies, intention and mobility 

patterns. However, the present raw geo-tagged photo routes cannot provide information as 

enough as complete GPS trajectories due to the defects hidden in them. This paper mainly 

aims at analyzing the large amounts of geo-tagged photos and proposing a novel travel route 

restoring method. In our approach we first propose an Interest Measure Ratio to rank the hot 

spots based on density-based spatial clustering arithmetic. Then we apply the Hidden Semi- 

Markov model and Mean Value method to demonstrate migration discipline in the hot spots 

and restore the significant region sequence into complete GPS trajectory. At the end of the 

paper, a novel experiment method is designed to demonstrate that the approach is feasible in 

restoring route, and there is a good performance. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent advancements of information and location-aware technologies have enhanced our 

capability of collecting individual trajectory data of people, vehicles, or other moving objects. 

On one hand, a branch of geographic applications based on user-generated trajectory data has 

appeared on the Web and received considerable attention, such as Yahoo travel [1] and GPS 

Track log route exchange Forum [3]. These webs also provide travel services including hot 

spots, trajectory, and hotel recommendation, there are also some applications to do something 

useful to the traffic ([5], [6]). However, the online travel services in the nowadays pay more 

attention on the reservation system for accommodation but not the Location Based Service 

(LBS), not to say the personalized service. 

On the other hand, the prevalence of photo capturing devices, together with the advent of 

media sharing services like Flickr [2] and Picasa [4], have led to the appearance of voluminous 

digital photos with text tags, timestamp and geographical references on the Internet. Different 

from other community-contributed multimedia data, these photos connect geography, time 

and visual information together and provide a unique data source to discover patterns and 

knowledge of our human society. 

Sharing geo-tagged photos has been a common activity in social networks. Here have been 

many researchers contributed themselves to study the potential applications of these 

geo-tagged photos. However, the present raw photos cannot provide information as enough as 

complete GPS trajectories, the information such as the complete location information of travel 

route cannot be obtained due to the defects hidden in them. In this paper, we mainly aim at 

analyzing the large amounts of geo-photos by tracing people’s trips and proposing a novel 

travel route restoring method to restore the raw geo-tagged photo route into complete GPS 

trajectory. 

Our study is to work from the following steps: 1. Select the suitable geo-tagged photo 

trajectory by using mobility entropy; 2. Apply the density-based spatial clustering arithmetic 

to cluster all the photos and obtain the hot regions. Additionally, we rank the hot regions by 

computing the Interest Measure ratio; 3. Estimate the pause time on taking photos and redefine 

the photo trajectory; 4. Apply HSMM to transform the photo route into the significant point 

sequence; 5. Restore the significant point sequence and obtain the final complete GPS 

trajectory. 

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews related works on the research of 

trajectories. Section 3 analyzes the geo-tagged photo trajectory and makes some important 

definitions. Section 4 applies the HSMM and Mean Value method to restore the photo 

trajectory and obtains the complete GPS trajectory. Section 5 proposes an evaluation method 

and presents the experiment results. Finally, we provide a conclusion and offer an outlook of 

future work in Section 6. 

2. Related Work 

During the recent years, motivated by the convenience of collecting trajectory data, a branch 

of research has been performed based on individual location history, these locations including 

GPS trajectories, geo-tagged photo routes and etc. 
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2.1 Trajectory Mining 

Before the prevalence of GPS, most of trajectory mining is developed based on the text. In 

such days, it is inconvenient to record their trajectories with text, and a majority of trajectoriy 

records are travel blogs. [7] extracted typical visitor’s travel routes by using a sequential 

pattern mining method. [8] mined location-representative tags from travelogues and then uses 

such tags to retrieve web images. [9] proposed a method to mine the association rules between 

locations, time periods, types of experiences out of blog entries. [10] established a model to 

identify the geographical locations of page contents to harvest city sight photos from Web 

blogs. However, the travel blog can only provide overall planning service but not the 

personalized route service, so it is still difficult to plan the travel with more detail. 

Recent years have witnessed great prosperity in GPS trajectory service. Discovering, 

extracting, and summarizing knowledge from these data enable us to have more 

understandings about the world. More researchers begin to contribute themselves to study the 

GPS trajectories. [11] and [12] mined the interesting locations and classical travel sequences 

in a given geospatial region based on multiple users’ GPS trajectories. [13] described a 

predestination method to predict where a driver is going as a trip progresses by using a history 

of a driver’s destinations and the data about driving behaviors. [14] and [15] proposed an 

approach based on supervised learning to automatically infer transportation mode from raw 

GPS data. [16] studied a personalized friend and location recommender for the geographical 

information systems (GIS) on the Web. Obviously, the GPS trajectory can provide more 

accurate location information and travel service, but it is difficult to store and process the mass 

data. So it is necessary to find a method to resolve this problem. 

2.2 Geo-tagged Photo Mining 

As the rapid development of camera and mobile phone, sharing geo-tagged photos has been a 

common activity in social networks. Many researchers have contributed themselves to mine 

the Geo-tagged photo trajectories. [17], [18] and [20] proposed a method to detect people's 

frequent trip patterns, typical sequences of visited cities and etc. [19] employed the 

state-of-the-art object recognition technique to mine representative photos of the given 

concept for representative local regions from a large-scale unorganized collection of 

consumer-generated geo-tagged photos. [21] proposed a travel route recommendation method 

that makes use of the photographers' histories. [22] studied the leverage existing travel clues 

recovered from 20 million geo-tagged photos to suggest customized travel. [23] proposed a 

travel path search system based on geo-tagged photos to facilitate tourists' trip planning. [24] 

proposed to conduct personalized travel recommendation by further considering specific user 

profiles or attributes.  

Obviously, the photos used in the researches are obtained from previous travelers` actual 

experience, and then mining photo trajectory patterns are beneficial for practical applications 

and services, such as travel advisory. Additionally, it is not necessary to store mass data with 

geographic information. However, it is difficult to obtain the information such as the 

significant regions travelers have gone, the completed location information and other 

information we can obtained from completed GPS trajectories but cannot obtained from 

Geo-tagged photo trajectory. 

The completed GPS trajectory and Geo-tagged trajectory have their own advantages and 

disadvantages. Though there have been many researches on GPS trajectory mining 

Geo-tagged photo mining, no research consider the relationship between GPS trajectory and 
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Geo-tagged photo trajectory. In this paper, we intend to restore the Geo-tagged photo 

trajectory into completed GPS trajectory, then the disadvantages of both two kinds of 

trajectory can be complemented, and the advantages of them can be strengthened. 

3. Data Preprocess 

The data we used are collected from the web of Flickr. We choose the city of Beijing for 

collecting geo-tagged photo routes. Fig1 shows the geo-tagged photos of Beijing in 2011. 

3.1 Data Preprocessing 

3.1.1 Definition 

  

Ph1 -Starting point ph9

ph8

ph7

ph5
ph6

Ph4

ph3
ph2

Ph2

HS1

HS2 HS3

HS4

HS5 HS6

HS7
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Fig. 1. Geo-tagged photo points in Beijing Fig. 2. An example of tourist photo rout 

Given a set of GPS-tagged photos { }PH ph  within a tour destination, we build the database 

of travel paths. Here, the tourist travel movement is modeled at a daily basis. According to 

photographer ID, we organize photos of each photographer in a day in a chronical sequence. 

Fig. 2 shows a complete travel path, HS means "Hot Spot". Just as Fig. 2. illustrates, the definition 

of Geo-tagged Photo trajectory is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.1 [Geo-tagged Photo trajectory] 

The Geo-tagged Photo trajectory is defined as a finite chronological sequence of photo 

points, it is denoted as 1 2{ , ,..., }ph npTra ph ph ph , where ( , )i i iph l t , 1| | 24npt t h  , it  is the 

time stamp of photo i  with 1i it t  . np  is the number of photos in the trajectory phTra . □ 

Generally, the location il  refers to the location where the ith  photo was taken, but 

sometimes marks the location of the photographed object, il  is represented as ( , )i ilat lon  

which is the latitude and longitude of iph . The time it  generally marks the time captured the 

object, but occasionally refers to the time the photo was uploaded to Flickr. Assuming 

that 1| | 24npt t h  , that means we define a complete travel trajectory path with travel time 

shorter than 24 hours (a day). 

3.1.2 Select Tourist Trajectories 

Generally, these spatial-temporal trajectories can be classified into tourist and non-tourist 

trails. The premise for classification is that the mobile nature of sightseeing renders the photos 
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of a true tourist to be spread over a large spatial extend within the tour, and there should be not 

so much repeated geo information. 

From the probabilistic perspective, the mobility complexity leads to a geospatial 

distribution of photos with reasonably high entropy. Let Pr( )l  be the geospatial density of 

photos with geospatial coordinates l  pertaining to the user. The mobility entropy ( )phH Tra  

of a tourist trajectory 1 1={( , ),...,( , )}ph np npTra l t l t  is computed as follows: 

 

2

1

( ) Pr( ) log Pr( )

np

ph i i

i

H Tra l l


                                              (1) 

 

where Pr ( )i il  is the discrete geospatial distribution of photos in il , it is estimated by the counts 

of photos in il . To discriminate photo trails, we empirically set a mobility entropy threshold 

H . If H( )phH Tra  , the photo trail PH  can be seen as the tourist trajectory. 

3.1.3 Pause Time 

The time of taking photograph is important in the analysis of travel pattern and the 

establishment of HSMM model. The geo-tagged photos can be seen as the Interest of Points 

(POI) in the life or travel of users, and then we estimate the pause time of each POI by using 

the exponential smoothing method. 

Denote ( , )dis x y  as the earth distance function of points x  and y , ( , )T x y  as the travel 

time between x  and y , then 1 1 1( , ) ( , ) / ( , )i i i i i iv ph ph dis ph ph T ph ph    is the travel speed of 

photographer/up loader. We save the notation of 1( , )i i iv v ph ph  , 1( , )i i idis dis ph ph  , 

1( , )i i iT T ph ph  . The pause time in the ith  photo can be estimated as 

 

*/i i i ipt T dis v                                                         (2) 

 

where *
iv  is the average speed of the user, computed as exponentially weighted moving 

average:  

 

* *
1(1 )i i iv v v      

 

The initial value of average speed can be set as 1v , that is *
1 1v v . The critical problem of 

exponential smoothing method is to determine a suitable  . When 0  , * *
1i iv v  , when 

1  , *
i iv v . Generally, if the speed changes greatly, it will be better to choose a bigger  , 

when there is a smooth speed sequence, a smaller   is better. In the reality, users tend to walk 

with different speed. If he is interested with some places, he tends to walk with a slower speed, 

however, if he is on the road to the interesting spots, he may tend to walk with faster speed. we 

believe that most of travelers change the speed greatly. In this paper we set 0.75  . 
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3.2 Hot Spots 

3.2.1 DBSCAN 

In the travel, people prefer to describe the location with Landmark Buildings or spots. 

However, it is difficult to extract the spot information with simple single geo-information. In 

this paper, we use the clustering method to help users to recognize the hot spot (HS) and find 

that the algorithm of density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) 

performs the best among those clustering methods. A significant point sequence is mada up by 

HS points and geo-tagged photo points, just as Fig. 2 shows. In the DBSCAN algorithm, the 

density of cluster (  ) is determined by two parameters:   (Eps) and the minimum number of 

points required to form a cluster (minPts). We present the clustering results in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The clustering information according to different density 

Density of Cluster Cluster Spot 

 (km) MinPts 
Class 

Number 
NPR 

Summer 

Palace 

Tiananmen 

Square 

Great 

Wall 

Olympic 

Park 
MIN 

0.5 

10 50 63.70% 2350 327 311 197 11 

20 21 71.88% 2069 300 124 158 22 

30 14 76.30% 1207 639 297 156 34 

1 

10 73 46.29% 2897 590 515 416 10 

20 22 58.60% 2446 535 406 314 18 

30 15 63.02% 2349 353 272 167 30 

3 

10 54 22.32% 6114 715 778 504 10 

20 30 30.94% 5075 689 750 572 19 

30 19 37.06% 4949 685 736 391 33 

 

In Table 1, NPR is the noise point rate, MIN is the minimum number of photos in spots. 

From the table, we can have the following conclusion: on one hand, for the fixed MinPts, as   

increases, the class increases slightly, the NPR decreases rapidly, and the number of photos in 

each spot increases; on the other hand, for the fixed  , as MinPts increases, the class number 

decreases, the NPR increases, and the photos in spots are less. 

In this paper, let MinPts=20, km  3 , and the class number is 30. The parameters are 

chosen according to the following two principles: 

ⅰ Firstly, We tend to choose the parameters which lead to smaller noise point rate, then 

km  3  and MinPts=20 or MinPts=10. 

ⅱ Secondly, according to the reality of Beijing, we prefer to the parameters which lead to 

reasonable number of spots. Obviously, it is better to choose km  3  and MinPts=20. 

3.2.2 Interest Measure of Hot Regions 

People take photos according to their subjective consciousness. Though there exists 

differences among their interests, they tend to take more photos in the beautiful spots and 

fewer photos in the less beautiful spots. We rank the spots according to the interest measure 

(IM), and IM can be computed by considering the number of photos and travelers in such 

spots. 
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Assuming that 0  , 0  is the density parameter we choose. In (3), IM j  is the interest 

measure in the jth  spot, 1,2, sj n , where sn  is the number of spots . 0( )jN ph   is the 

number of photos in the jth  spot, 0( )jN U   is the number of users, 0NPR  is the 

corresponding NPR when 0  . 

For a fixed 0 , 0NPR cannot influent the relative value of interest measure of each spot. 

However, lower noise point rate may lead to more points in every spot, then there are more 

efficient points to compute the IM value. So by comparing with higher NPR value, lower NPR 

can lead to the more suitable IM value. 

Considering the NPR and the computing complexity, we let 3km   and MinPts=20 in the 

rest of paper, then 30sn  . 

4. Route Restoring 

4.1 Model of HSMM 

Hidden 
Semi-Markov Chain

Random Chains

(B)

Output Sequence

1( ,..., )npph ph

State Sequence

1( ,..., )npq q))(,,( dPA
i



 
Fig. 3. The parameters in the HSMM. 

 

The parameter set of HSMM is denoted as ( , , , , , )ns no A B P  . Fig. 3 illustrates the 

parameters of HSMM in detail. We aims at finding the most likely underlying state sequence 
*

1 2{ , ,..., }nqQ q q q  of geo-tagged photo trajectory. 

 (1) ns  is the number of states in the state set S , 1 2{ , ,..., }nsS S S S . We have set 30ns    

in this paper. 

(2) no  is the number of observation sequence (output sequence), 1 2{ , , , }noO O O . 

We see the geo-tagged photo as output sequence, then 1 2h { , ,..., }npph ph ph   , and 

no np . 

(3)  is the initial state probability. 1 2 ns{ , }    ，， , where i  is the probability 

when the initial state is i , 1: ( )i P q i    with 1i  . 

(4) [ ]ij ns nsA a   is the state transition probability matrix (STPM). Considering the first 

order Markov Chain, the current state iq  only depends on the previous state 1iq  , that is 

1( | )ij i j i ia P q S q S   . STPM can be obtained by counting transitions. 
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(5) [ ( )]j np nqB b k   is the state output probability distribution.  

(6) 1 2{ ( ), ( ) ,..., ( )}nsP P d P d P d  is the set of state duration probability. ( )iP d  is the 

probability of duration time the user stayed in state i , 

1 2 1( ) : ( , , , | , )i t d t d t t tP d P q j q j q j q j q i          , where 1 d D  , D is the longest 

duration time of users, we assume that 24D h . 

Assuming that the ith  state output and duration distribution are given by Gaussian density 

function with mean 1  and 2  and variance 1  and 2  respectively. 

 

1 1( ) ( | , )jb k N     

2 2( ) ( | , )iP d N d    

 

As a result, the parameter set of HSMM   can be simplified as 1 1 2 2( , , , , , )A      .  

Travelers would like to prefer the spot with higher interest measure and the short distance 

between current locations to that spot. Then the initial state probability is computed as 

 

IM

IM
i

i
i

i

ii

d
d

 


 

 

IMi  is the interest measure of spot i , id  is the distance from the first geo-tagged photo to 

the ith  spot. 

We have known that 1 1: ( | , )ij t t ta P q j q i q i     , then the transition probability is 

computed by counting the transition frequency, /ij ij kj

k

a N N  , where 2 ijn

ijN  , ijn  is the 

transition frequency from state i  to j . 

The duration time is just the pause time estimated in the section 3.1.3. Additionally, 2  and 

2  are estimated with mean value pt  and 
__

2

1

( ) / ( 1)
ni

i i

i

pt pt n


  , ni  is the number of users 

who have taken photos in ith  spot. 

Assuming that the state output probability also depends on IM and the distance between 

current locations to the spot. Then 1 1( ) (IM / | , )j j jkb k N d   . 1  and 1  can be estimated 

with the same method of duration time distribution. 

Viterbi algorithm is used to estimate the most likely underlying state sequence 
*

1 2{ , ,..., }nqQ q q q . 
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4.2 Discovering SP Sequence 

We see all the geo-tagged photos and the estimated state sequence are significant points (SPs) 

for a traveler. Fig. 4 shows a SP sequence. However, there is no time stamp of 
*

1 2{ , ,..., }nqQ q q q . In this section, we intend to rearrange these points with time sequence.  

1q
2q

STPM

1
,,

1 qn
phph 

211
,,

1 qqq nnn
phph




......
 

Fig. 4. The basic SR sequence for a user. 

 

Take the geo-tagged photo trajectory 1 2h { , ,..., }npph ph ph   and the estimated state 

sequence *
1 2{ , ,..., }nqQ q q q  as example. Obviously, there exists two possibilities of SP 

sequence in the first state, with the same theory, there are 2nq  possibilities of SR sequences in 

all the states. We use the following two principles to discover the most likely SR sequence for 

the traveler. 

Shortest distance principle: 

We choose the sequence with the shortest travel length in the state iq . 

Main direction principle: 

Denote that 1 1( , ) ( , )i i i i i i iv X Y lat lat lon lon     . The sigh function of iv  can be defined 

as sgn( ) (sgn( ),sgn( )) ( , )i i i lat lonv X Y I I  . To account for the main direction of geo-tagged 

photo trajectory, we summarize sgn( )iv , and consider the summarization 

sgn( ) ( , ) ( , )i lati loni lat lon

i i i

v I I I I     as the main direction. If | | | |lat lonI I , we choose the 

sequence with the same sign of latitude. If | | | |lat lonI I , Repeat this process with the first half 

part of the geo-tagged photos.  The shortest distance principle is the first choice when there is 

a contradiction. 

We take Fig. 5 as example to illustrate the shortest distance principle and main direction 

principle. In the first state 1q , there are three photos points and two kinds of SP sequences (the 

blue one and the green one). It is easy to see that, 

1 2 2 1 1 3( , ) ( , ) ( , )dis ph ph dis ph q dis q ph   1 1 1 2 2 3( , ) ( , ) ( , )dis ph q dis q ph dis ph ph  , then we 

choose the blue sequence. The traveler may first went to 1q , and then take the photo 2ph . 

Additionally, sgn( ) (4,2)iv  , 4>2, 2 1( , ) (-1,1)iv ph q  , 1 2( , ) (1,-1)iv q ph  , the sign of 1 in 

1 2( , )iv q ph  is same with 4, then we choose the blue sequence. The final sequence of SP is 

1 1 2 3 4 2 3 5ph q ph ph ph q q ph       . 
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1ph

2ph

3ph

4ph

5ph

1q 2q

3q

1ph

2ph

3ph

4ph

5ph

1q 2q

3q

 

Fig. 5. Output state sequence and geo-tagged photo sequence. 

4.3 Discovering GPS Trajectory 

 
 

Fig. 6. Raw GPS trajectory and the SP  

              sequence obtained from HSMM. 

Fig. 7. Discovering GPS route  

            between SPA and SPB. 

 

In Fig. 6, the blue flags are output state obtained from HSMM, the yellow ones are geo-tagged 

photo uploaded by a user, the green line is the SP route, and the red line is a raw GPS trajectory 

covers all the output states. From the figure, we can see that it is convenient to obtain the spot 

information, but people cannot understand the trajectory clearly and further make perfect 

travel plan in advance, there is still big gap between SP sequence and the complete GPS 

trajectory. We propose a Mean Value (MV) method to obtain the complete GPS trajectory 

from SP sequence. 

The Mean Value (MV) method is established based on the large amounts of history photo 

data uploaded by various travelers, because the travelers would like to select the hot trajectory 

and hot spot. Then we can get a traveler’s GPS trajectory by considering other travelers’ 

mobility rules. 

We take two significant points as example to illustrate the mean value method. Just as Fig. 7 

shows, SPA and SPB are two significant points in the SP sequence. In our approach we first 

connect SPA and SPB, then there is a circle with radius of 1/ 2 (SPA,SPB)dis . We then 

compute the mean value of all geo-tagged photos in this circle, if 1/ 2 (SPA SPB)dis  ，  and 

the number of photos in the circle less than MinPts ( ABn MinPts ), then stop. Otherwise, 
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denote the mean value as a GPS point C in the trajectory, and the route (SPA, SPB) becomes 

(SPA, C, SPB). Repeat this process in route (SPA, C) and (C, SPB) until the radius of circle 

less than   and the number of photos in the circle less than MinPts. With the same process of 

(SPA, SPB), the routes between other significant points can be restored. Finally, we obtain the 

complete GPS trajectory. 

It has been proved that the complexity of Viterbi algorithm used in HSMM is 2( )O N T , N is 

the number of spots we found in a city, T is the number of Geo-tagged photos. The complexity 

of algorithm we used in 4.2 is 2N
. The complexity of Mean Value algorithm we used in 4.3 is 

N. Then the complexity of our trajectory restoring algorithm is 2( )O N T . 

5. Experiment 

We intend to test the restoring method from two parts. On one hand, we test the reality of 

restored GPS trajectory, to show whether it is agree with the travelers’ mobility regularity. On 

the other hand, we test its accuracy, to show whether the restored GPS trajectories are conform 

to travelers’ usual GPS trajectories. 

5.1 Power Law 

  

Fig. 8. CCDF plot of travel length. Fig. 9. QQ-plot of travel length and log-normal 

distribution. 

 

[25] and [26] have reported that the mobility patterns of wild capuchin monkeys are not 

random walks, and people also show the similar recurrence properties. Fig 8 shows the CCDF 

(complementary cumulative density function) of travel length from all the complete GPS 

trajectories obtained from HSMM and MV method. Travel length is the distance between two 

adjacent GPS points. CCDF is known to show the tail patterns of a distribution better than 

log-log binned PDF plots. We apply Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to fit five 

known distributions, exponential, log-normal, inverse Gaussian, truncated Pareto and Levy 

distribution of the CCDF. We observe that log-normal distribution performed over than other 

distributions in all cases, which is a rule of thumb for power-law distribution. 
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Fig. 9 shows the QQ-plot of travel length and log-normal distribution. QQ-plot is a 

probability plot, it is a graphic method for comparing two distributions by plotting their 

quantiles against each other. If the two distributions being compared are similar, the points in 

the QQ-plot will approximately lie on a line. Obviously, Fig. 9 shows that the travel length 

fitted log-normal distribution. The results in two figures show that the complete GPS 

trajectories obtained from HSMM and MV method are in accordance with travelers’ mobility 

regularity. 

5.2 Evaluation Method 

Let GPSTra  and SPTra be the raw GPS trajectory and trajectory obtained from HSMM and MV 

method respectively, 1 2( , ,..., )
GGPS nTra p p p , 1 2( ' , ' ,..., ' )

SPSP nTra p p p . Both trajectories 

cover the same spots. ( )dif   is the difference between two trajectories. We use the Leave One 

Out Cross Validation Ratio (LOOCV Ratio) to test the performance of our trajectory restoring 

method, 

 

( )

1

( , )
( , )

LOOCV( , )
( , ) ( , )

np

GPS SP i

GPS SP i
GPS SP

GPS SP GPS SP

dif Tra Tra
PRSD Tra Tra

Tra Tra
SoD Tra Tra np dif Tra Tra

 



            (4) 

 

PRSD is the predicted sum of differences of two trajectories, SoD is the sum of Differences. 

( )SP iTra  is the GPS trajectory obtained from the restoring method when the ith  geo-tagged 

photo is removed from the training data. ( , )GPS SRdif Tra Tra  is a function to illustrate the 

difference between two trajectories. Naturally, the points in SPTra  are less than GPSTra , then 

1

( , ) ( ' , )
SPn

GPS SP i GPS

i

dif Tra Tra d p Tra


 , where ( ' , ) ( ' , )i GPS i kd p Tra dis p p  is the function to 

compute the distance between point 'ip  and trajectory GPSTra , 
10

argmin ( ' , )
SP

i j
j n

k dis p p
 

 , 

1,2,..., SPj n . 

Generally, LOOCV may lager than 1, the ratio can be used to estimate how accurately the 

GPS trajectory restoring model will perform in practice. 

5.3 Main Results Obtained From Restoring Method 

Fig. 10 shows the results of two completed trajectories of phtra 1 and 2phtra by applying 

HSMM and MV method. The pictures in the first row ((a1) and (a2)) are two GPS trajectories 

1tra  and 2tra , these two trajectories are collected by the volunteers. In the 1tra , the GPS point 

number is 1188s, and the time span is one hour and 31 minutes. In the 2tra , the GPS point 

number is 457, and the time span is 46 minutes. The pictures in the second row ((b1) and (b2)) 

are two photo trajectories we selected in the trajectory set, additionally, these two trajectories 

covers the same spots of 1tra  and 2tra , in another words, the spots in 1phtra and 1tra  are the 

same, 2phtra and 2tra have the same spots. The pictures in the third row ((c1) and (c2)) are two 

spot sequences obtained from HSMM algorithm. The pictures in the fourth row ((d1) and (d2)) 

are two completed trajectories obtained from the restoring method. 
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From Fig. 10 we can have the following conclusion: Even there are only geo-tagged photos, 

we can still obtain the complete GPS trajectory of travelers, and furthermore, both the raw 

trajectory and restored trajectory are so similar. Then it is more convenient to make travel 

plans in advance. 

  
(a1) Raw GPS trajectory 1tra  (a2) Raw GPS trajectory

 2tra  

  
(b1) Phtoto trajectory 1phtra  

 covers the same spots in 1tra  

(b2) Phtoto trajectory 2phtra  

 covers thesame spots in 2tra  

  
(c1) The spots sequency of 1phtra  

restored from HSMM 

(c2) The spots sequency of 2phtra  

restored from HSMM 

  
(d1) The completed trajectory of 1phtra  

restored from HSMM and MV method 

(d2) The completed trajectory of 2phtra  

restored from HSMM and MV method 
Fig. 10. The results of completed trajectory obtained from HSMM and MV method. 

 

In the experiment, we chose 43 pairs of trajectories to test the performance of restoring 

method. In each pair, there is a photo trajectory and a raw GPS trajectory, additionally, they 
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have the same spots. In another words, the person generated the GPS trajectory and the 

photographer generated the photo trajectory have traveled in the same spots. We first restored 

the photo trajectories into completed GPS trajectories, and then computed the differences 

between the completed GPS trajectories and its corresponding raw GPS trajectories with the 

method mentioned in Section 5.1. 

Two figures in Fig. 11 show the results of PRSD, SoD, and LOOCV ratio from 43 pairs of 

trajectories when 0.75  . Both trajectories in each pair cover the same spots. The average 

value of LOOCV Ratio is 1.61. From the figure we can see that the HSMM and MV method 

performs well in restoring geo-tagged photo trajectory. 

  
(a). The results of PRSD and SoD (b). The result of LOOCV 

Fig. 11. The result of PRSD, SoD, and LOOCV ratio from 43 pairs of trajectories. 

6. Conclusion 

The GPS-tagged photos available on the Internet implicitly provide spatial-temporal 

movement trajectories of their photographers, additionally, they are obtained from previous 

travelers` actual experiences and the cost of collecting detailed travel data is formidable. So 

the analysis on tourist mobility is important to tourism bureaucracy and industries. We first 

built a statistically reliable tourist movement geo-tagged photo route database from 

GPS-tagged photos, by utilizing an entropy-based mobility measure and estimating the pause 

time with exponential smoothing method. We then obtain the hot spots by using DBSCAN 

algorithm, and compute the interest measure of each spot by considering the number of photos 

and travelers in it. Next, we establish the HSMM to obtain the output state sequence, combined 

with the geo-tagged photo sequence, these points compose a significant point sequence. 

Finally, the complete GPS trajectory is obtained by applying the Mean Value method. In the 

experiment, we test the restoring method from two parts: the reality of restored GPS trajectory 

and its accuracy. The results show that the proposed approach can deliver promising results. 

One of our future work is to leverage the GPS-tagged photos to analyze the tourist travel 

behavior. 
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